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Readers of The George Eliot Review will be familiar with the work of Melissa Anne Raines, 
which began with the publication of her prize-winning essay for the George Eliot Fellowship, 
and was followed by several articles, two in this journal, now part of this important book. It 
had its origin in words from Felix Bolt: 'vibrations that make human agonies are often a mere 
whisper in the roar of human existence', said to be 'a precursor to the famous lines ... from 
Middlemarch ... "the roar that lies on the other side of silence'" , and the first statement of what 
Raines calls George Eliot's most 'crucial theme ... the fundamental need for, but ultimately 
limited nature of, human sympathy'. The key word is 'vibrations': quoting the psychologist 
Herbert Spencer, and two scholars of Victorian psychology, Rick Rylance and Sally 
Shuttleworth, Raines claims that George Eliot is using 'the language of the nerves' . 
The close analysis of this language of the nerves, and its intense if 'limited' effect on our 
sympathy and empathy, begins with two words from the first chapter of Felix Bolt, 'some one' , 
and the observation that 'the word choice is particularly fitting, as even Mrs Transome, the 
mother of this "some one" is unsure of what kind of person is returning'. The scrutiny of lexis 
and syntax is slow, concentrated and careful, here tracking 'the persistent language of excited 
hesitation', and picking out beginnings of sentences, like 'Yes; but', 'And yet' , and 'Still' , each 
said to function 'as a small, painful linguistic twinge'. She also analyses complete sentences, 
that progress 'in rhythmic waves almost in response to the short introductory phrases, 
alternating so that either hope or doubt comes out on top, but only slightly so, as the lines begin 
to mimic the undulations of the nervous wanderings of Mrs Transome's own consciousness'. 
She says that one sentence seems 'slightly out of order': 'there were reasons why she had not 
been enraptured when her son had written to her only when he was on the eve of returning that 
he already had an heir born to him' , and there follows an identification of that 'already' as an 
instance of what Spencer called 'a blow' to the consciousness, and Raines calls 'a grammatical 
shock', setting up 'vibrations that intensify the reader's experience of the text, so that the 
grammar beneath the story becomes analogous to the subtly influential private world ... .' 
Raines conducts a thorough study of selected passages in all the novels, in a slow and 
scrupulous critical survey easier to quote than summarize. She occasionally emphasizes lexis, 
but chiefly punctuation, using manuscripts and proof-sheets, where available, to reveal the 
novelist's meticulous thinking and re-thinking of the shape and pattern of each sentence, and 
emphasize her conscious craft and our growing consciousness of that craft. She sees revision 
as the creative and generative process of art, as it emerges from what is unconscious or 
subconscious into the unmistakably conscious act of proof-correction. She enterprisingly 
questions the accepted tradition that George Eliot's light and informal punctuation was 
formalized by her publishers' house style, examining revisions of manuscript or proof that 
show or suggest the novelist's own occasional preference for formality. 
I thought Raines occasionally used the physiological imagery intrusively. For example, she 
picks a passage that shows 'Godfrey Cass ... fast becoming a bitter man, visited by cruel 
wishes, that seemed to enter, and depart, and enter again', and comments, 'The 
symptomatically cyclical phrasing of "to enter, and depart, and enter again", calls to mind 
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nothing so much as a heart infected, propelling bad blood through an increasingly sick and 
selfish organism' (p. 22). I find it calls to mind a distracting mix of physiology and pathology, 
but it is an exception. There are illuminating comments on solid physical detail, like the 
moment when the infant Eppie's eyes and fingers turn from the biological father who does not 
claim her to the man who does, and the later occasion when the grown-up foster-child observes 
Silas's 'trembling' body and the narrator notices her 'swelling heart', as novelist and character 
once again assert a physical link by significant move and touch, daring signs of nature in the 
claim of nurture. There is no doubt here about what is happening, and its importance. Close 
reading has been criticized for asserting the critic's power, but in this kind of reading we are 
returned to a familiar text we realize we have read too rapidly, and are grateful. The whole book 
is a welcome example of close reading. 
The study of rhythms and patterns of syntax identifies the cause of sympathy and the 
expression of character and theme, and while it sometimes offers confirmation or support of 
familiar interpretations, it can reveal fresh means or meaning, as in that scene where Eppie 
chooses Silas, in Godfrey Cass's early weak movements of conscience, in the first stages of 
Tito Melema's attachment to Romola, and in the relationship of characters, especially those of 
Romola and Tito, Tertius and Rosamond Lydgate, Daniel and Mordecai. 
All the more disconcerting when the critic seems to simplify or even misread. Silas Mamer 
was rightly described by Terence Cave, who is quoted by Raines, as a radical novel carrying 
out George Eliot's ambition to create sympathy with 'ordinary' people, but I believe Raines 
underestimates this achievement. She emphasizes Dolly Winthrop's 'inarticulate' recourse to 
quoting 'good words' but not her articulate argument from human example to Christian faith 
in Providence: George Eliot does not think like this but she creates an uneducated but not 
completely inarticulate character capable of reasoning. I do not think Raines sufficiently 
appreciates Silas's hesitant but subtle recognition of the deep-layered symbolism which brings 
the soft human golden circles of a child's curly hair to replace the unhuman gold round coins 
of hard cash: he is not an intellectual but can imagine on behalf of his author. I cannot accept 
her judgement of Lisbeth Bede, whose failure to understand the effects of maternal emotional 
pressure is attributed to 'limited intelligence': if Raines were as interested in dramatic dialogue 
as in internal monologue, she might consider the implications of Lisbeth's proverb-like 
imagery and her perception of other people's feelings. 
The analysis of Adam's centrality and development is subtle, though I found the judgement that 
his is the heaviest 'burden' hard to accept, after Hetty's journey in despair, her abandonment of 
her baby, and her return. But if there is a privileging of psychological complexity, Raines did 
not originate it: I was chilled by her mention of the 'higher' and the 'lesser' nature but it is 
George Eliot's own explicit distinction. Fortunately, Silas Mamer insisted on being written -
perhaps because Silas and Eppie carry out the stated sympathetic programme of 'The Sad 
Fortunes of the Rev Amos Barton' more thoroughly than Amos can, and avoid Adam Bede's 
discrimination of higher and lower natures. 
There are other occasions when the critic looks up from fine scrutiny to rougher generalization, 
less able to adjust for distance. (She herself makes a dubious contrast between a worm's and a 
bird's eye view.) She says Maggie and Stephen are travelling 'to a town where they mean to be 
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married', while her own analysis shows Maggie's half-conscious resistance to Stephen's 
intentions. She sees Maggie being 'played on', but not the way in which Maggie plays - being 
active as well as passive, as Beryl Gray shows in her many-layered analysis of The Mill on the 
Floss.! Raines discusses 'possibilities' haunting the novels, but her examples, Dinah's and 
Adam's images of Hetty and Maggie's daydreams, are sealed off in improbable crude fantasy, 
not active hauntings like the alternatives imagined for Tito, Will, Gwendolen - and, outside 
dreams, for Maggie herself - which complicate, disturb and enrich their novels. 
The engagement with earlier judgements is sometimes cursory. Raines's judgement is firm and 
discriminating on Felix Holt - where she follows the fine Victorian critic W. H. Hutton, who 
says Felix's process and development is over before the novel begins - and on Romola, where 
Hutton's influence is once again present, though the analysis of Romola's concluding silence, 
and the narrator's withdrawal, is one of the best and most original things in the book. But I 
missed such evaluation in the close analysis of Daniel Deronda, where interpretations of 
Daniel's character and his relationship with Mordecai are fascinating but presented as if earlier 
critical objections didn't exist. The assimilation of the characters of Dorothea and Daniel to the 
narrator-persona is finely observed and analysed, but Raines disagrees with Elizabeth 
Ermarth's opinion that the narrator has no identity in the usual sense of the word, without 
detailed argument, and her own comment that the omniscient - or nearly omniscient? - narrator 
is 'a super-character' does not seem all that different from Ermarth's judgement. And there is 
an abrupt uncontextualized reference to that narrator as 'she', as if there had been no earlier 
critical discussion of this problematic subject. 
Raines earns a place in the history of Eliot criticism by her illuminating comments on the 
movements of punctuation and sentence-structure: Tito Melema's colons, the 'concise, 
beatingly repetitive sentences' of Rufus Lyons's tormented erotic fantasy, Eppie's 'Ands', and 
many other expressive points and constructions enlarge our readings. She mentions the poetry 
of George Eliot's prose but says little or nothing about lyrical pattern and intensity - which 
George Eliot must have had in mind, amongst other aspects of art, when she spoke of poetry 
written under the conditions of prose. Raines neglects the recurrences of accent, 
approximations of iambic pentameter, alliterative and assonantal groupings, lyrical balances 
and contrasts, passages which are emotionally expressive, supporting or supplementing those 
vibrations of sentence-structure but in addition providing what Coleridge finely called the 
sense of musical delight. 
She presents a profound analysis of some passages in Trollope's The Small House at Allington 
as a 'control' in her study, arguing that Trollope differs from George Eliot in keeping outside 
the track of his characters' trajectory of thought, feeling and sensation, watching and not 
identifying. She is excellent on the understated story of Mrs Dale, a watcher within the novel, 
but apparently complicit with the author's judgement that Lily is a female prig, although she 
seems to be on the verge of disagreeing with it. 'Never trust the artist' - he may be better as 
writer than reader or may be joking. Lily has too much insight and humour to be a prig. When 
she criticizes her defence of a contented life with her mother, as 'mawkish', she is far from 
priggish. When she proposes that O.M. (for Old Maid) be put after her name, like and unlike 
B.A., she makes a serious feminist joke. Like her mother and sister, she thinks a successful 
woman's life must involve love, marriage and maternity, till experience changes her mind. She 
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stops loving Adolphus Crosbie, and worshipping him as god and Apollo, but a proper sense of 
self preserves her from cynicism or bitterness. Raines passes over these final stages of her 
development in The Last Chronicle of Barset, and the feminist implications, but acknowledges 
that Lily 'is autonomous in her sense of her own continuing reality'. When Trollope predicts 
her future as a single, independent, and childless woman, he is radically imagining a destiny 
George Eliot did not choose for the heroine of Middlemarch. 
As Raines scrutinizes the ordered 'vibrations' of sentence structure and punctuation, we notice 
the occasional lapse in her own style: 'majority' is twice misused, with a singular, as in 'the 
majority of the passage'; 'enormity' is used as if it meant 'immensity'; there are two or three 
dangling qualifiers; there are critical cliches, like 'building-blocks' and 'levels'. All everyday 
faults but intrusive in a book sensitive to words. 
It may have become an allowed current usage, but I was confused by the apparent use of 
grammar and syntax as synonymous terms. 
I found it inconvenient that chapter references to George Eliot's novels were not made as well 
as - or instead of - page numbers to editions used by the writer, and are separated from the text 
in endnotes. 
Barbara Hardy 
Birkbeck, University of London and University of Wales, Swansea 
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